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Chapter 1536

Yanzheng trembled all over, and blurted out and asked the director of the andrology
department: “What the h*ll is going on? Has the cause been investigated?”

The director of the andrology department wiped a cold sweat, and said: “Second
master, this thing is really weird. We have used various methods to check, but there is
no clue. I have been in andrology for decades, and I have never seen it. Have such
cases…”

Philip was looking at the two crying children, frowning and asked, “Is there no way to
cure it?”

The director of the andrology department said embarrassingly: “Second Lord, whether it
can be cured is the second stage of the problem. The first stage of the problem is to
figure out what is going on first, and we are completely confused now… .”

Yanzheng felt dizzy in his brain, and thought to himself:

“What the h*ll is this?”

“The two children are both in their twenties, and the youngest Weiguang is just in his
early twenties. Isn’t that clear?!”

“Gu family has nothing more important, but these two males!”

“If neither of them can work, then who will succeed the Gu family in the future?”

“I haven’t had a grandson yet!”



Thinking of this, Yanzheng hurriedly looked at his son Weiliang, and blurted out:
“Weiliang, tell your dad, what is going on? How do you feel?”

Weiliang was dragged to do so many tests. The doctor hadn’t found out what was going
on, so he became more and more desperate at this time, crying and saying, “Dad! don’t
know what’s going on! It’s inexplicable. No, the key is that I don’t feel anything. I pinch
with my nails, but I don’t feel anything at all. Even if it hurts, it’s a good thing…”

Weiguang also cried and said: “I also pinched secretly just now. I didn’t have much
energy, but I still felt nothing…”

Yangang almost couldn’t stand firmly, and hurriedly comforted: “Son, don’t worry, son,
hold on first, don’t panic, let’s slowly figure out a solution!”

Weiliang said at this time: “Dad, do you think it has anything to do with the kid we met at
the uncle’s house today? That kid said today that if I wanted to lose my fertility. I thought
this kid was just a bad mouth. But looking at it now, this thing is too d*mn fable, could it
be he did it?”

“That’s right!” Weiguang also resentfully said: “That kid has a cheap mouth. If he says
he is better, he can ligate us both…”

“Cloud ligation?!” Several male doctors were stunned.

Having studied medicine for many years, who the h*ll has heard of such a thing as
cloud Ligation?

It’s totally impossible!

Yanzheng suddenly thought of what Charlie said at the time, his expression became
more and more solemn.

At this time, he looked at Yangang next to him, and said puzzledly: “Third brother, do
you remember? That kid seemed to have asked both of us, saying that we are not too
old and that we still have fertility….”

“Remember!” Yangang nodded again and again: “That kid was too d*mn bad to talk, I
was still scolding him in my heart!”



Yanzheng smacked his lips and said solemnly: “Why do I think the more and more the
f*ck I feel, what’s wrong with this…”

Having said that, he frowned for a while and was silent for a while, then suddenly
reached out and grabbed a hand into his crotch…

After catching this one, he looked horrified and shouted in a panic: “Quick! Doctor, I
can’t feel it anymore. Check it out for me as soon as possible!!!”

Chapter 1537

Yanzheng’s words not only shocked everyone present, but also made the third Yangang
around him involuntarily clamp his legs.

In terms of probability and logic, the son, nephew, and second elder brother all have
problems in that area, and the chances that he will be spared accidentally are very slim.

Therefore, he also hurriedly inserted his hand into his trouser pocket, through the lining
of the trouser pocket, went there and pinched it. After this pinch, he was shocked
immediately!

Because he, he can’t feel it at all…

He immediately cried and wailed, “Are you still there! Check it out for me too, and I
suddenly didn’t feel it…”

The whole treatment room is full of shock…

This……

This is too incredible, right?

Two generations of the Gu family and four males have all lost that ability? !

How is this possible?



If it is caused by illness, most of the diseases similar to the deterioration of body
function are not contagious, like paralysis, stroke, Parkinson’s, frostbite, and muscle
weakness. Similar diseases have never been contagious.

Therefore, if one of these four people had such a problem, it would still be
understandable.

However, four people appear at the same time, which is too weird?

Moreover, even if it is a genetic problem, there has never been a case of a family of four
at the same time.

For example, all men in this family have inherited the gene for hair loss. There is also a
period of time. For example, they all begin to lose a lot of hair around the age of 40, and
they are completely bald around the age of 50.

However, I have never heard of anyone with hereditary fertility loss. Then one day, four
men, forty-eight, forty-six, twenty-four, and twenty-one, all became useless at the same
time. What a thing!

The director of the andrology department became more and more confused as he
thought about it, and his already nervous palms were full of sweat.

Because he has no idea where to start the treatment.

After a systematic test, he was basically able to determine that all the four people in the
Gu family had exactly the same symptoms, but he just didn’t understand what caused
them to get sick.

So he hurriedly asked: “Second Mr. and Third Master you two will help me carefully
recall what unusual places you have been to together recently, what unusual foods have
been eating together, and what unusual things have been encountered together.
Things? Especially things with radioactive contamination!”

“No!” Yanzheng blurted out: “We have been in Eastcliff for this period of time, and we
haven’t been anywhere! We haven’t touched anything strange!”



Yangang nodded again and again: “Our respective homes have comprehensive
monitoring equipment. The quality of water supply and air quality are constantly
monitored. There are no sources of pollution in the house, and a comprehensive
radiological investigation has been done. There is absolutely no possibility of any
radioactive materials.”

“That’s too weird…” The director of the andrology department bit the bullet and said,
“The current situation is that the cause of the disease cannot be found at all. If the
cause of the disease cannot be found, there is no way to start the treatment!”

Yanzheng yelled: “Mom’s waste! You can’t even find the cause of the disease. What the
h*ll do you want you to do?!”

The director of the andrology department said humbly: “Second Lord, you can certainly
realize this is very strange for me. It may even be beyond the scope of medicine, so
even if you beat me and scold me, it will not help! Where we are now we must work
together to find a way to find out the cause of the disease, and then follow the path to
find a cure…”
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Philip just gritted his teeth and cursed: “Why do you have so many excuses? If you can’t
do it, you can’t do it. What the h*ll is it? If you can’t, just get out of here, and come over
with something that works!”

On the contrary, Yanzheng stopped Yangang, frowning and thinking for a long time.

He also realized that this matter is really strange, I am afraid it is really not a medical
matter.

At this moment, his son Weiliang suddenly yelled: “Oh! Dad! Could it be the b@stard at
the uncle’s house today?!”

Yanzheng blurted out, “You said it was the kid who did it with me?!”

“That’s right!” Weiliang said: “He kept talking about cloud ligation at the time. He also
said that he made me infertile. He even said that if we ask him for something, we will
kneel at the door of the uncle’s villa. Could this be done by him? Ghost?”



Yanzheng felt a little bit in his heart: “f*ck! It’s really possible that the kid did this thing!
After all, that kid hooked up and made God of War and a realm master weak. Maybe the
current situation of our family is inseparable from him!”

Thinking of this, Yanzheng gritted his teeth and cursed: “d*mn, if it’s that b@stard, I
must kill him!”

Yangang hurriedly said: “Brother, how would we kill him? Did you forget how abnormal
his strength is? Even if you send five war gods and five realm masters, I’m afraid you
can’t beat him!”

Weiliang also said to the side: “Yes, Dad, today we went to the uncle’s house and
caught the uncle by surprise. Now the uncle must have sent someone to protect him
tightly. With that kid at that home, we’re afraid we won’t be able to get anything cheap.
……”

When Yanzheng heard this, he suddenly became decadent again.

This is so f*cking uncomfortable.

Knowing that it was the ghost of that kid, but he couldn’t provoke him.

How to mess with it?

Bring dozens of masters over, maybe there are more than a hundred masters around
the villa secretly protecting it.

Coupled with the incredible strength of that kid, he certainly has no chance of winning!

Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and said coldly: “It seems that we still have to take a
long-term view. Let’s bear with him first. On the board of directors tomorrow, we will take
down the position of chairman.”

The other three nodded.

Right now, it’s not the time to go head-to-head with Philip and Charlie, but to find a way
to take the position of Chairman first.



Once he seizes his power in the group, the situation will undergo a huge change. By
then, Philip can only be eroded!

After making up his mind, Yanzheng said to the director of the andrology department:
“You can arrange to get a part of the sp3rm for the four of us to freeze!”

“Frozen sp3rm?!” The others were also a little surprised. Yangang asked, “Big brother,
which one are you doing?”

Yanzheng said with a cold face: “I’m afraid that if we really can’t recover, the blood of
the two families and the blood of the entire Gu family will be severed. First, freeze the
sp3rm. In case we can’t recover, we can still use artificial insemination. Way to continue
the blood!”

Yangang suddenly understood that the second brother was planning for the worst,
leaving seeds for the two families first.

He couldn’t help sighing from the bottom of his heart: “I have to say that the second
brother’s idea is very far-sighted. At first glance, he is a person who has a great view of
the overall situation! If you want to be yourself, you will definitely not think of this. When
the time comes, the worst situation will come. Didn’t that Gu family cut off their
children?”
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Weiliang and Weiguang, two young people, also realized the importance of this matter,
so they both nodded in agreement.

If you freeze the sp3rm first, you will leave the seeds. It is very easy to get a child later.

After all, as the old saying goes, be prepared!

Therefore, the director of the andrology department immediately arranged painless
manual sampling for the four people and prepared a series of tests at the same time.

As long as it is taken out, it will be sampled for testing immediately, and the rest will be
frozen at ultra-low temperature with liquid nitrogen. Once the testing is completed and
there is no problem, it can be safely stored for a long time.



However, when the samples were taken out and tested under the testing equipment, the
doctors discovered a fact that they could not believe.

When they reported the results to the director of the andrology department, the director
was swaying with fright.

Yanzheng and others saw that his face was very ugly, and immediately asked, “What’s
the matter? Is there anything unusual?”

The director of the andrology department swallowed his saliva, forced himself to calm
down, and said: “Second…Second Master…. Third Master….There are also two Young
Masters… The results have come out. The survival rate of your four seeds is… the
survival rate…”

Seeing him grimacing, Weiliang yelled anxiously: “What the hll are you doing here?
What the hll is the survival rate, what the h*ll are you!”

The director of the andrology department had no choice but to bite the bullet and said
tremblingly: “The survival rate of your four seeds is zero…”

“What?!” The four of them exclaimed. Yangang injured his bladder, and his body was a
little weak. One of them couldn’t stand firmly and sat on the ground with a thud.

This news is like a bolt from the blue to the Gu family!

The survival rate of seeds is zero. Doesn’t this mean that they no longer have the ability
to reproduce offspring? !

Yanzheng’s frightened hands were shaking, and even his right hand wrapped in plaster
was shaken by him.

He trembled and asked, “What the h*ll is going on? How could the seed not survive? I
have always been normal!”

“Yeah!” Weiliang also cried and said, “A few months ago, I just enlarged the belly of a
tender m0del. In order to prevent her from haunting me, it took a million to get her
ab0rtion… Why is there no survival rate now?”



When Yanzheng heard this, he slapped him with his left hand angrily, and cursed: “You
b@stard! You’ve made other people’s stomachs bigger, so you won’t let her give birth?!
What if she give birth to a son? Does our family have a future?”

Weiliang was full of grievances and choked up: “Dad! You reminded me repeatedly that
when you asked me to mess around outside, don’t make a woman’s belly bigger, let
alone have an illeg!timate child. You said that this would affect me in other colleges. The
image in the eyes of the family will reduce my worth a lot, and I will not be able to marry
the eldest daughter of the top family in the future, so I spent money to have her
abortion! Isn’t this all according to your intentions?”

Yanzheng yelled, raised his hand and slapped him several times, and while slapped, he
cursed resentfully: “Make your mouth cheap! Make your mouth cheap! Make your
mouth cheap!!!”

In fact, he knew very well that what his son Weiliang said was the truth.

Among the wealthy families in China, marriage is based on a good match.

This good match depends not only on the strength of the family, but also on the qualities
of both men and women.

If it is also a hundred-billion-class family, the male looks wretched, and the female has a
delicate appearance, then there is no doubt that the eldest lady of this
hundred-billion-class family cannot be regarded the young master of this
hundred-billion-class family.

If it is the same hundred billion-class family, men are just like talents, and women are in
a mess, the elders and young masters will not compromise.

In addition to looks, if one of them is inferior, it will also greatly reduce their own value.

Chapter 1540

Among them, the most detrimental point for men is having illeg!timate children outside.



Big family marriages, regardless of whether they are men or women, are spoiled by
their parents. Which eldest lady is willing to marry a man with an illeg!timate child and
become a stepmother? Impossible.

Even when Sara met Charlie again, she paid great attention to this matter. How could
she be willing to be a stepmother at a young age and a young lady?

Yanzheng also wants his son to maintain his own competitiveness, so he has
repeatedly warned him that it is okay to play outside, but he must not have children.

At that time, he never thought that his son would lose his fertility one day!

It’s better now, the seed survival rate is zero, and an illeg!timate child has been killed.
Isn’t it true that it will cut off the children and grandchildren in the future?

Weiliang was also very angry.

It’s useless by itself, and the seed has no survival rate. Not only will he have no chance
to get close to beauty in the future, but also have no chance to be a father. Isn’t this just
being a eunuch?!

Thinking of this, he looked at Yanzheng with trepidation, and blurted out: “Dad! This
must be the b@stard at the uncle’s house. He has done something to us, or let’s beg
him! Nothing can be said. I’m still young, I don’t want to be a living eunuch in the
future…”

Weiguang on the side was also scared to death, crying and said, “Second Uncle, Dad, I
don’t want to be a living eunuch either…”

Yanzheng said with a black face: “Now go and beg him, what will the board of directors
do tomorrow? When I was at your uncle’s house today, I had already let go of the
conversation. I will see him at the board of directors tomorrow. If today we run to beg
that kid. They are bound to threaten the board of directors!”

“Moreover, maybe your uncle will use this to force me and your third uncle to sell all the
voting rights. In that case, we will never be able to defeat your uncle!”

In the Gu Group, shares and voting rights correspond.



In other words, if you own 51% of the shares, you have 51% of the voting rights.

As long as the voting power accounts for 51%, all company affairs can be determined.

But there are exceptions.

For example, if Yanzheng voluntarily, or is forced to surrender the voting rights
corresponding to the part of the shares he owns, to Philip completely, then Philip will
have his part of the right to speak.

As for Yanzheng, although the shares are still there, the voting rights are gone and the
voice is gone.

This is also the fundamental reason why Ali’s Jack Ma has a very low shareholding
ratio, but has a high right to speak.

Other shareholders trust him, or can’t beat him, and transfer all the voting rights to him,
then he will naturally be able to say and do things.

This is what Yanzheng is worried about right now.

He was extremely depressed at this time, and couldn’t help but secretly said: “It’s all the
d*mn blame me for being mean. I first mentioned the board of directors and gave my
eldest brother a bit of prestige. If I go to my eldest brother now, I will definitely be
countered by this!”

“So, in any case, I have to endure it until I succeed in seizing power tomorrow!”

“It really doesn’t work, you can use the money to buy the young man in Brother’s house
after the matter is done!”

“One hundred million is not enough, and one billion is not enough. After all, there are no
people in this world who can’t move money!”


